
Solution
ENERGY ACTION PLAN

Why an Energy Action Plan?

Organisations are under increasing
pressure to measure, reduce and
rebalance carbon emissions in line
with global targets and other
stakeholder requirements. Our
Pause People Earth Reduction
Guide will support you to simply
and effectively meet these
requirements.

What will you get?

Energy Impact Report
Energy Reduction Guide
Certificate and Badge

You will receive the following :

Step by Step :
Three simple steps.
Step 1 | We Measure Your Energy Impact
Before rushing to the solutions, first we help you measure and understand the complete energy profile of your business.
We provide this information to you in a clear and concise report called an Energy Impact Report.
We support you and your Team to understand your high impact areas so that together we can focus action to achieve reductions.
Step 2 | We Create Your Energy Reduction Guide
We carry out an on-site Energy Reduction Assessment.
We set out what you can do to reduce your energy consumption, optimise your costs and build your renewable energy assets.
We provide this information to you in a simple and practical Energy Reduction Guide.
Supporting you to measure, reduce and self-generate your own energy over time.
Step 3 | We Help You Take Action
Together we will collaborate to explore an optimal route forward.
We connect you with our network of professional, trusted and like-minded individuals who share your intention to rebalance
energy and carbon and create a more ethical, sustainable and abundant future.
Our Pause People Collective Network will take each element of your Earth Action Plan and support you in bringing them to life.
Together we will create the momentum, empowering you and your Team to achieve your Energy Action Plan.
We Check-In
Checking in every now and then is as important as taking a moment to pause.
We frequently check-in on your progress towards implementing your Energy Action Plan and review your progress towards your
goals.
This is a gentle reminder that we are in this together, every step of the way.

Solution Summary

We create a bespoke plan to help you measure, reduce and rebalance your energy
use, costs and environmental impact.

• It provides clarity on how and where you consume energy.
• It identifies actions you can take to reduce your energy usage.
• It Identifies the optimal renewable technologies for installation across your sites.
• It offers multiple financial support options including fully funded pathways.
• It contributes towards your net zero goals.

Your Energy Action Plan


